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Let p. and q,, be positive numbers for i # j, i, .j = l,..., n, and consider the set of 
matrix differential equations x’(t) = A(r) X(I) over all A(r), where a,,(f) is piecewise 
continuous, a,,(t) = -C, +, a,,(f), and p,,<a,,(t)<q, all I. A solution x is also to 
satisfy z;=, x,(O) = 1. Let C, denote the set of all solutions, evaluated at t to 
equations described above. It is shown that C,, the topological closure of C,, is a 
compact convex set for each t. Further, the set valued function C, oft is continuous 
and limit, j ?i. C, = 0 C,. Nl 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let n 2 1 be an integer. Consider a system which can be described by the 
differential equation 
dx(t) - = Ax(t) 
dt 
x(0) = a 
where 
0) x(t) = (xl(t),..., x,(t))‘; 
(ii) A = (au) is an n x n cipher matrix, i.e., a,>0 for all i#j and 
Cy=, a, = 0 for all j; and 
(iii) a is stochastic; i.e., a,>,0 for all i and x1= 1 ai= 1. 
Such systems arise in models of nuclear fission [2], in models of produc- 
tion processes [l, p. 2851, and in models of population flow. The 
investment problem in [IS, p. 571 is also of this type. 
In such problems, the entries of x(O), and A are often approximations 
with possibly some assurance that A lies within some intervals pij < aV < qii 
for all i #j. In such cases, exact solutions to the differential equation are 
impossible. However, as this paper will show, it is possible to describe the 
region in which the solution must lie. 
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Mathematically, the interest of this paper is as follows: Let pij and qii be 
positive numbers for all i #j, where i = l,..., n and j = l,..., n. By an equation 
of type E we will mean any equation in the set of equations 
x’(t) = A(t) x(c) 
x(0) = u 
where 
(i) a = (aj) is stochastic; 
(ii) A(t) = (aii(t)) is cipher; 
(iii) each a,(t) is piecewise continuous; and 
(iv) pijda,(t)<q, for all i#j. 
By scaling t, we can further assume that 
(V) Cj#ja,j(t)GCi+iqk<l’ 
From (ii) and (v), as used within the paper, we can write A(t) = C(t) - Z, 
where C(t) > 0 and column stochastic. 
By a solution to an equation of type E we will mean the continuous 
function which satisfies the equation except at points of discontinuity of 
4th 
Let t 2 0. Define 
C, = {x(t)1 x is a solution to some equation of type E}. 
By definition it is seen that C, contains the value, at t, of every solution to 
every equation of type E. Thus, we call C, a solution to the equation set 
consisting of all equations of type E. 
Letting lI.Il denote the I,-norm on R”, we denote the topological closure 
of C, in R” by C,. The work in this paper shows that for each t, C, is a 
compact convex set of stochastic vectors, that the set valued function C, is 
a continuous function of t, and that this function has the limiting behavior 
limit,,, C,= n,,, C,. A measure of the rate of this convergence is also 
given. 
In this paper we frequently use the notion of a Picard matrix. For any 
piecewise continuous matrix A(t) and initial point t, the associated Picard 
matrix is 
P;“)(t)=Z+~‘A(s)dz+~‘A(z,) jr’A(c)d~dq + . . . . 
10 4 10 
This matrix is differentiable, except at points of discontinuity of A(r). Some 
further properties of P;(‘)(t) are: 
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(1) The unique continuous matrix solution X to 
X’(t)=A(t) X(t) 
X( to) = I 
is PA(‘) t r” 0. Thus, the unique continuous vector solution x to 
x’(t)=A(t)x(t) 
x(to) = x0 
is P$“(t) x0. 
(2) For any constant tx, P;4gcT) + a’(t) = P;4cT)( t) e”(’ - Q). 
(3) Since II B II = maxj(C;, , I b, I ) for any n x n matrix B, it follows that if 
A(t) is cipher, 11 A(t)11 6 2 for all t. Thus, (I P;Jucr)( t)ll < e’(‘- lo) for all t. 
RESULTS 
The first results in this section concern basic properties of the set C,. 
That C, is closed is clear. It is also a convex set of stochastic vectors. 
LEMMA 1. For any I, the set C’, is a convex set of stochastic vectors. 
Proof: It is enough to show that C, is a convex set of stochastic vectors. 
For this, suppose 
x’(t)=A(t) x(t) 
x(O)=a 
is an equation of type E. Write A(t) = C(t) - Z, where C(t) is stochastic. 
Then x(t) = P$‘)( t) a = e - ‘P$“)( t) a >, 0. If t > 0, x(t) > 0. Further, if 
5 = (I,..., 1) then 
tx(t)=e-‘5 Z+j’C(r)ds+ jrC(t) j’C(r,)dz,dz+ ... a 
[ 0 0 0 I 
=e -‘[4+&+@/2!+ . ..]a 
=e P’<[1+t+t2/2!+...]a=~a=1. 
Thus x(t) is stochastic and so C, is a set of stochastic vectors. 
We now show that C, is convex. Let x(t) and y(t) be solutions to an 
equation of type E with matrices A(t) and B(t) and initial vectors a and b, 
respectively. Let M. be a number so that 0 < c1< 1. We will show that 
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@x(t) + (1 - ~1) y(t) is a solution to an equation of type E with matrix 
M(t) = (m,(t)), where 
m,,(t) = axj(t) a&t) + t1 -a) YjCt) bij(r) 
1, 
ax,(f) + (1 - CI) Yj(f) 
and initial vector cuz + (1 - a) b. Of course, if t > 0, since x(t) > 0 and 
v(t) > 0 it follows that mu(t) is defined. If ~~(0) = y,(O) then by L’Hospital’s 
rule, 
limit axj(t) 
1-O+ crxj(t)+(l-a)yj(t) 
= limit a c;= 1 q!At) x!f(f) 
t-o+ ~C;=I ajk(t)Xk(f)+ (l-a)Ci=, bj/c(t).Yk(t) 
which exists. Thus, in this case, we define m&O) = limit, j O+ ms(t). From 
this it follows that M(t) is piecewise continuous and pii < m,(t) 6 qij for all 
i#j. The result now follows by noting that 
Wt)(ax(t) + (1 - E)Y(f)) 
= (ctA(t).diag(x,(t),..., x,(t))+ (1 -c() B(t).diag(y,(z),...,y,(t))) 
(a d&(x,(t),..., x,(t)) + (1 - Co diag( y,(t),..., y,(t))) - ’ 
. (a diag(x,(t),..., x,(t)) + (1 -aI diag(y,(~),..., y,(t)) 5 
= (aA diag(x,(f),..., .Ut)) + (1 -Co B(t) diag(l’,(tL..., y,(t))) 5 
=cL4(t)x(t)+(l -a)B(t)y(t) 
= xx’(t) + (1 - a) y’(t) 
=(crx(t)+(l-cc)y(t))‘. 1 
The set valued function C, is monotone decreasing in t. 
LEMMA 2. I” t, > t, then c‘rz G c,,. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that C,, _c C,,. For this pick x(tz) E C,,. 
Then, for some equation of type E, x satisfies 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) 
x(0)=x,, where 5x0 = 1. 
Now consider a second equation of type E, 
Y’(f) = Act + t2 - 1,) Y(f) 
.Y(O)=x(t,-t,). 
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x’(t+t,--t,)=A(t+t,-t,)x(t+t*-t*) 
x(t, - t1) = x(t, - t1) 
it follows that y(t) = x(t + t, - t,). Now, since y(tr) E C,, it follows that 
x(t,)=x(r,+t,-tt,)=y(t,)d,,. 
As I was arbitrary, C,, G C,, [ 
The next sequence of results concerns the set valued function C,(K), 
where 
c,m=j x t x t is a solution of some equation E having ()I f ) 
initial vector in K} 
and defined on compact convex sets of stochastic vectors K. As in 
Lemma 1, c,(K) is convex. 
The first result on C,( ) concerns a composition property. 
LEMMA 3. C,,(C;,,(K)) = C ,,+,,(K) for any compact convex set K of 
stochastic vectors. 
Proof First, pick $ E C;,,(C,(K)) and any number E >O. Then there is 
an equation of type E, 
y’(t) = A(t) y(t) 
Y(O)=Y,EK 
and an equation of type E, 
z’(t) = B(t) z(t) 
z(0) =j E c,,(K) 
where y(t,)=j+r,, e*‘l \llll/ <s/2, and z(~~)=IZ+<~, where Ilr211 <a/2. 
Splicing these equations, consider 
w’(t) = A(t) w(t) 
40) = Yo for t < to 
and 
w’(r) = B(t - to) w(t) 
w( to) = j + 81 for t > to. 
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Then, for t Z t,,, 
and so 
~,(t)=P~“-‘o)(t)(p+51) 
= z(t - to) + fy-Q)(t) 5, 
w(t, + t,)=z(t,)+P~(S-‘O)(f, + to) (1 
=.2+~*+Pyqt* +t,)tr. 
Thus (( w( t, + to) - i 11 < s/2 + 42 < E. Since E was arbitrary, 2 E C,,+ ,,(K). 
Conversely, pick 2 E C,, + ,, (K) and any number E > 0. Then there is an 
equation of type E 
y’(t) = A(t) At) 
AO)=.Jk~K 
where y(t, + to) = 3 + 4x and 11 t3 11 < E. Consider the equation 
Y’(t) = A(t) At) 
.Je)=.Y,~~ for t>O 
and 
w’(t) = A(t + to) w(t) 
40) =.Y(kJ E C”(K) for t 3 0. 
Then w(t)=y(t+t,) for tb0 and so w(tl)=y(tl+t,)=.f+53. Thus 
11 w(tl) -i II 6 E and since w(0) E C,o(K) and E was arbitrary 2 E c,,(C,,(K)). 
This yields the lemma. 1 
Before giving the next property on c’,(K), a preliminary result is 
required. This result uses the Hausdorff metric on compact sets. That is, if 
X and Y are compact sets then 
where 
d(X, Y) = 6(X, Y) + 6( Y, X) 
Using this metric, the meaning of limit,,, c, is clear. That this limit exists 
follows. 
LEMMA 4. Let L = orb0 c,. Then limit,,, C, = L. 
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Proqf: Suppose the lemma is false. Then there is a number E > 0 so that 
d(C,, L) > E for t = t,, t, ,..., where limit,, 2 t, = co. 
For t = t, , f2,..., pick x, E c, so that d(x,, L) > E. Since each x, is stochastic, 
there is a subsequence xi of x, so that limit,, x xi = X. Note that since 
c;I; E C,; for all t; b t’, it follows that xi+ k E Ci for all i and k. Hence X E Cj 
for all i and so X E n;,,, c, = L. This is a contradiction from which the 
result follows. m 
We can also show that C,(K) is a continuous function of K. 
LEMMA 5. For each t, 3 0, c,,(K) is a continuous function qf K. 
Proof. Choose any t, > 0 and any compact convex set K, of stochastic 
vectors. Let K denote compact convex sets of stochastic vectors where K 
approaches K,. Let p E > 0 be given. 
Take K so that d(K, K,) < E/2e2’l. Let x( t, ) E C,,(K). Then there is an 
equation of type E 
x’(t)=A(t)x(t) 
x(O)=aeK. 
Now, pick any b E K, so that /I a - h 11 < &/2e2”. 
Let y be the solution to 
Y’(f) = ‘4(t) “v(t) 
y(O)=beK,. 
Then )I x(t,) -y(t,)ll = )I P~“‘(t)(a - h)ll < I( P$T’(t,)ll I/ a-h /I < e2rl(&/2e2rl) 
= F/2. 
Similarly, if w(t,)~c,,(K~) there is an z(t,)EC,,(K) so that 
IIn(z(t,)lj<s/2. Hence, d(C,,(K), ~,,(K,))<E. Thus, as E was 
arbitrary, 
limit c,,(K) = c,,( K,). i 
K+Ko 
Using these lemmas, we show that c,(L) = L for all t. 
LEMMA 6. For all t, C‘,(L) = L. 
Proof: By Lemma 3, C,(C,) = C,,,. Now, by Lemma 5, 
limit I?‘,( c’,) = C,(limit c;,) 
r-x 7 - or 
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and by Lemma 4, 
Hence, 
limit C, = L. 
7-m 
The final result on basic properties concerns the continuity of the 
function C,(K) of t, where K is a compact convex set of stochastic vectors. 
LEMMA 7. The function C,(K) is continuous in t for any compact convex 
set of stochastic vectors K. 
Proof Suppose this statement is false. Then for some T, limit,, T 
C,(K) # C,(K). Let E be a positive number. 
Suppose first that U(C,(K), 8) = {x (d(x, C,(K)) <E} does not contain 
C’,(K) for t,, t, ,..., where limit,,, tk = T. Pick x1, x2 ,..., in C,(K) so that 
xiPU(C,(K),&) for i=l,2 ,.... Pick x,(T), x2(T) ,..., so that 
(xi(T)-xi1 c&/2 for i= 1, 2,.... Now, since // x,(t,) - xi( T)ll < A4 1 ti - TI , it 
follows that tj can be chosen sufficiently close to T so that 
11 xi( tj) - xi(T) 11 < e/2. Hence, 
1) x;( ti) - xj I/ < E. 
But then, xie U(C,(K), E), a contradiction. Thus, for t sufficiently close to 
T, C,(K) 5 U@,(K), E). 
Now, suppose that U(C,(K), E) does not contain c’,(K) for i= 1, 2,..., 
where limit, ti = T. Pick xi E c,,(K) so that xi 6 U( C,(K), E) for i = 1,2,.... 
Pick x,(t,) E C,,(K) so that I/ x,(t;) -XII <e/2 for i= 1, 2,.... Now, since 
llx,(t,) - x,( T)ll 6 M I t, - Tl it follows that tj can be chosen sufficiently 
close to T so that 11 x,(t,) - xi( T)ll < 42. Hence, 
But then xi E U(C,(K), F), a contradiction. Thus, for t sufficiently close to 
T, c,(K) E U( C,(K), E). 
From this it follows that C,(K) is a continuous function of t. 1 
The work now is to show a more general version of Lemma 4, and give 
some indication of how fast c,(K) approaches L. This major result of the 
paper will be preceded by three lemmas. 
The first of these lemmas establishes a lower bound on the entries of 
P$‘)(t), where A(t) is any matrix which can occur in an equation of type E. 
LEMMA 8. Let M(t) = (m,(t)) be column stochastic, mJt) piecewise con- 
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tinuous and mij( t) B c( for all i, j, and t and some u > 0. Then every entry in 
pzCT)-‘( t) is greater than or equal to a( 1 - e - (‘+‘O)) for all t > t, 2 0. 
Proof: Let F be the n x n matrix all of whose entries are 1. Then 
p:‘+‘(t) = e +‘O)p;W(t) 
Now, since M(t) is column stochastic, 
Thus 
P:@-‘(t) > e- (‘-‘0) Z+a(t- to) F+ 
[ 
a(t;,to)2 F+ . . 
1 
cr(t ;!to)2 J’+ . . . 1 
==e 
-(r-fO)[,r--lo- 1) ,.&Tca[l -,-(l-to,] F, 
This yields the result. [ 
As a consequence of this lemma, if A(t) is any cipher matrix in some 
equation of type E and M(t) = I+ A(t), then M(t) is stochastic and 
m&t) > cx for some a > 0 and all i, j, t, and M(t). This follows since 
C,+im,(t) dC,,jq,< 1. Thus, every entry in P$(‘)(t) is greater than or 
equal to c1( 1- e ~ (r--fo)). 
The second lemma concerns contraction properties of stochastic 
matrices. 
LEMMA 9. If S is an n x n column stochastic matrix with /I = 
1 - max,(min, sii) then ,for any stochastic n-dimensional vectors x and y, 
IISX-WI GB ilx-Yll 
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Prouf: Given in [4, p. 104). 1 
The final lemma concerns contraction properties of c, (.). 
LEMMA 10. S(c,(X), c,(Y)) 6 /3,6(X, Y) for any compact convex sets of 
stochastic vectors X and Y, where /?, = 1 - N( 1 - e - ‘), as defined previously. 
Thus 
d(C,(W, C,(Y)) d Pt4-F n 
ProoJ Let t, be any positive number and pick 2.~ c,,(X) so that 
min.,,, c,O(y) 112 - y II = &c,,(X), c,,(Y)). Then, for any positive number E, 
there is an x(t) so that x(2) satisfies an equation of type E with cipher 
matrix A(t), initial vector x0 E X and x(1,) = x + t 1, for some vector 5, with 
I( t1 I/ < E. Pick y, E Y so that min,.. y 11 x0 - y /I = I( x0 - y, II. Consider the 
equation 
y’(t) = A(t) Y 
Y(O) =JJo. 
Now, 
~[C,(W, C,,( VI =lEyiyyI I 2 -Y II 
‘0 
G ll-4~o)-tI -Ato)ll 
= II p,A”‘(to) x0 - PoAYto) Yo II + II 51 II 
= II P~“‘(~O)bO -Yo)ll + II 5, II 
and by Lemma 9 and the remarks preceding Lemma 9. 
6 P,, II x0 -Yo II + II 5, II 6 &WY Y) + 8 
where /?,, = 1 - CI( 1 -e -‘“). Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small, 
dCc&n C,( VI 6 B,,fiCX n I 
The major result of the paper now follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a compact convex set of stochastic vectors. Then 
limit, _ m C,(K) = L. Further, if to > 0 and k a positive integer, then for any 
t 2 kt, 
d(c,(K), L) < Pk,d(K L). 
Proof: By the preceding lemmas, 
d(~‘,W), L) = d(C,(K), C,(L)) d PAK L) for all t. 
409!108/1-16 
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Pick any t,, > 0 and any positive integer k. Then, by Lemma 3 
Thus, since p, is decreasing in t, for any t Z kt, 
Hence the result follows. 1 
From this result it follows that although a particular solution to an 
equation of type E may not have a limit as t + co, the set valued function 
c, containing all solutions, at t, to equations of type E does have such a 
limit. As a consequence, any solution to an equation of type E must be 
near L for t sufftciently large. And, L is the smallest such compact set. 
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